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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 35 ( 1 9 9 9 ) , NUMBER 5, P A G E S 6 3 7 - 6 5 0 

ROBUST QUASI NID AIRCRAFT 3D FLIGHT 
CONTROL UNDER SENSOR NOISE1 

M A R I A N J . B L A C H U T A , VALERY D. Y U R K E V I C H AND K O N R Á D W O J C I E C H O W S K I 

In the paper the design of an aircraft motion controller based on the Dynamic Contrac
tion Method is presented. The control task is formulated as a tracking problem for Euler 
angles, where the desired decoupled output transients are accomplished under assumption 
of high-level, high-frequency sensor noise and incomplete information about varying pa
rameters of the system and external disturbances. The resulting controller has a simple 
form of a combination of a low-order linear dynamical system and a matrix whose entries 
depend nonlinearly on certain measurable flight variables. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The progress in control theory is a result of its inner research activity as well as stim
ulation coming from other fields. One of them is aerospace industry which generates 
new interesting control problems . Many of today's evolving aircraft configurations 
present a considerable design challenge due to the use of innovative control effectors 
to increase maneuver capabilities and expand operating envelopes. The design of 
flight control systems for these configuration is complicated by both the number of 
control effectors, highly nonlinear response characteristic and uncertainty in distur
bances as well as in a model of the aircraft (damage assessment) . The design of 
aircraft control system for large, simultaneous longitudinal and lateral maneuvers 
as well as control of an aircraft at high angles of attack are interesting but - due 
to the complexity caused by the presence of nonlinearities, cross-coupling effects, 
disturbances and the system parameter variations - complicated control problems. 

In fly-by-wire aircraft system the vehicle management system processes the pilot 's 
control signals and commands independent acturators thus making it possible to 
realize highly sophisticated control algorithms. 

In general, the goal of the design of an aircraft control system is to provide de
coupling [11], i .e. each output should be independently controlled by a single input, 
and to provide desired output transients under assumption of incomplete information 
about varying parameters of the aircraft model and unknown external disturbances. 

1A version of this paper was presented at the 5th Mediterranean Conference on Control and 
Systems held in Paphos (Cyprus) on June 21-23, 1997. 
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Although various problem statements are possible, in the present paper we state the 
control task as a tracking problem of the Euler angles, which determine orientation 
of the airplane with respect to the inertial coordinate system. In addition we require 
that transient processes have desired dynamic properties, are mutually independent 
and are independent of airplane parameters and disturbances. Feedback data for the 
regulator are three Euler angles 0(t), <j)(t)} ip(t), or, more accurately, their noisy mea
surements. Control signals are: an aileron displacement <5/, an elevator command 6h 
and a rudder deflection 6V. 

In a survey paper by Wise [32] a classification and overview of particular con
trol problems are given. Additionally for each problem the methods of solution are 
presented and evaluated. Some of them have been already applied in the aerospace 
industry and some seem to be potentially useful. The cited methods are: Nonlin
ear Inverse Dynamics (NID) and its modifications in the case when the number of 
controls is greater than dynamic quantities to be controlled, feedback linearization, 
nonlinear Hoo, linear matrix inequalities, /1 optimal control and LQR. Moreover, an 
on-line identification method is considered for adaptive control in the case of failure 
of aircraft characteristics. 

The control of non-linear systems through the use of their inverse dymamics 
[6, 15, 19] is a topic that has received a great deal of attention. Control laws that 
are based on the Non-linear Inverse Dynamics (NID) method theoretically offer 
the potential for providing improved levels of performance over conventional flight 
control designs in the extreme flight conditions [1, 11, 16, 20]. The shortcoming of 
this approach is the assumption that the dynamics of the system are exactly known. 

Recently, some attempt has been made to design control systems for uncertain 
nonlinear systems using Variable Structure Systems (VSS) theory [19, 24]. As a 
result, a discontinuous control law was obtained which switches as the trajectory 
crosses switching surface in the state space. A crucial feature of the VSS control 
is that in the sliding phase the motion of the system is insensitive to parameter 
variations and disturbances in the system. 

Another possibility to reach the goal is the algorithmical approach to inverse 
dynamics problem solution which allows to deal with unceratain nonlinear dynam
ical systems. For example, to form desired output transients for nonlinear time-
varying systems a control method, called Localisation Method (LM), was proposed 
[25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The peculiarity of LM is the application of higher order 
derivatives [9, 18] jointly with a high gain [12, 13] in the control law. Methods of 
singularly perturbed equations [8, 17, 22] are used in LM to analyse closed loop 
system properties. 

An algorithmic approach to solution of the inverse dynamics problem based on 
the Gradient Descent Method (GDM) has been discussed in references [2, 7, 10, 14]. 

In this paper Dynamic Contraction Method (DCM) [33, 34, 36], which is a further 
development of LM, is applied. At the same time the proposed approach can also 
be seen as a generalization of GDM [14]. In particular, the structure of the control 
law discussed here follows from a higher order optimization procedure [23]. 

The main purpose of this paper is to present a controller design procedure which 
reduces the control input variability caused by the high frequency sensor noise. 
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The paper is a continuation of [3, 4, 5] and is organized as follows: first, a model 
of the aircraft motion is defined, next a background of the discussed method and the 
method itself are summarized, and finally the design of an aircraft control system 
followed by an example are presented. 

2. AIRCRAFT CONTROL PROBLEM 

2.1- Aircraft m o d e l 

Assuming that an airplane is a rigid body with six degrees of freedom, the state of air
craft motion is defined by twelve coordinates. The following state vector is adopted: 
[v',u\ip',p']' where v = [u,v,w]', u = [p,g,r]', cp = [ 0 , ^ ] ' , p= [x,y,z]' are, re
spectively, the velocity vector, the angular velocity vector, the vector of Euler angles 
and the inertial position vector. Here u}v,w and p, g,r are projections of velocity 
and angular velocity onto the xS) ys and zs axes of the body axis system, respec
tively; see [21] and [31] for the meaning of Euler angles, velocities and coordinate 
systems. 

The system of state equations is as follows: 

v = n(u)v + Dt8(0,4,,il>)g + ~t6c + —(n,lD.a(a,P)Sc(a,P,u>), (1) 
zra 

w = - J " 1 n ( w ) J u ; + — pvlJ-1Dsa(a,p)SLm(a,f3,u>,6u), 

<p = TW(0,4>)CJ, 

p = D',g(0,<f>,iP)v, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

with 

Sl(u>) = 
0 —r q 
r 0 —p 

-q p 0 
J = 

J X 0 JДľZ 

0 h 0 
J xz 0 J, 

S = d\d.g(SX)Sy,S2), L = diag(L x ,L y ,L j 2 ), c = [cx,cy,cz]' and m = [mX)my,m2]'. 
Here 6U = [6h,6Vl 6{]'', is a vector of control signals consisting of an aileron displace
ment 6i, an elevator command 6h and a rudder deflection 6V; a denotes an angle of 
attack and /3 denotes a sideslip angle. 

Denoting the velocities 

V = [ti, V, w]'y Va = [vax, ^ay, Vaz]' 

and the wind velocity 
Vw = [vwx,Vt»y,Vwz] 

then the relationships between the angles a,/?, and the velocities v} vw and va are 
given as follows: 

va = v — DsgVw, 

a = arctan^a^/^aa;), 

f3 = a,TCsm(vay/va), 
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v« = (vlx + v2

Qy + vl2)?. 

The transformation matrices 13,^(0,0,^), Dsa(a,fi) and Tu>(0J<f>) are defined e.g. 
[3] as follows: 

Dsg^ .фA) = 

тw( ,Ф) = 

D9a(<*,ß) = 

c cф c sф —s 
sфs cф — cфsф sфs sф + cфcф sфc 
cфs cф + sфsф cфs sф — sфcф cфc 

0 cф —sф 
1 sфs /c cфs /c 
0 sф/c cф/c 

cacß —casß —sa 
sß cß 0 

sacß —sasß ca 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where s and c are abbreviations of 'sin' and 'cos'. 
It is assumed that the aerodynamic moment and force coefficients depend on the 

angle of attack and the sideslip angle, angular velocities u> and on control surfaces 
deflections 6U and can be expressed with sufficient accuracy as follows: 

m(a,ß,ш) = — m°(ш) + ml (a,ß) + M(a,ß)6u, 

c(a,/3,u>) = —c°(u,) + c1(a,P) + C(a,P)6u. 

(8) 

(9) 

2.2. Aircraft control problem 

In the present paper control task is stated as a tracking problem for the Euler angles: 

lim [0O(0 - 0(t)] = 0, lim fo0(0 - 0(0] = 0 
t — • o o t—•oo 

lim[t>o(0-^(*)l-=0-
t—>oo 

where 0o(O>0o(O>^o(O are the desired values of the considered angles. In addition, 
we require that transient processes have desired dynamic properties, are mutually 
independent and are independent of airplane parameters and disturbances. Feedback 
data for the regulator are three Euler angles 0(t)}<f>(t)y^(t). Control signals are: an 
aileron displacement 6/, an elevator command 6h and a rudder deflection 6V. 

3. SOLUTION OF A NON-LINEAR CONTROL PROBLEM BY DCM 

3.1. Control Prob lem Statement 

Let us consider a nonlinear time-varying system in the following form 

x = /i(*,x,ii), x(0) = 35o i 

y = »(<,*) 

(10) 

(11) 
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where x(t) is an n-dimensional state vector, y(t) is a p-dimensional output vector 
and u(t) is a p-dimensional control vector. 

Here, the dependence of h(t, x, u) and g(t, x) of time t expresses the influence of 
external disturbances. 

Let us assume that the first ra — 1 time derivatives of the output y(t) do not 
depend explicitly on the control vector u(t) and 

yW = f(t,x) + B(t,x)u (12) 

where det B(t,x) -7-. 0. Assume also that a reference model for transients of y(t) is 
given in the form of the following vector differential equation: 

yW = F(y,f) (13) 

where 
y = [y')y

(1) ,
)...)y

(m-1)'], f = [r',r^',...Mm-l>], 
y = r at the equilibrium and r(t) is the reference. For example, (13) may have the 
form of a linear vector equation: 

m—1 m—1 

y<m> = - £ a . y < 0 + £ / V < 0 . (14) 
t=0 t=0 

If a m _ i • • •, «o are diagonal matrices then transients of the components of y(t) are 
assumed to be mutually independent. If, additionally, /3m-i • • • , / 3 0 are diagonal 
then we require the decoupling of control channels. 

Denote A(/) = r(t) — y(t) the tracking error. The task of a control system is 
stated so as to provide that 

lim A M = 0. 
t — 0 0 v y 

Moreover, the transients y(t) should have a desired behaviour defined in (13) which 
does not depend either on the external disturbances or on the possibly varying 
parameters of equations (10) and (11). Let us denote 

AF = F(y,f)-y(m\ (15) 

Then equation (13) defining the desired dynamics is fulfilled if and only if 

A F = 0 (16) 

holds. So the control action u(t) which provides the control problem solution is the 
root of equation (16). Expression (16) is the insensitivity condition of the output 
transient performance indices with respect to external disturbances and varying 
parameters of the system in (10)-(11). 

3.2. DCM solution to the control problem 

In what follows a historical way leading to DCM as well as the basic properties of 
the control law are presented for the noisless case. 
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Non-linear inverse dynamics m e t h o d . The well known NID control algorithm 
u(t) = ua(t) [19] bases on the analytic solution of eq. (16) 

ua = Bfrxy^Ffaf)- f(t,x)]. 

Obviously, the above control law may only be used if complete information is avail
able about the disturbances, model parameters and the state of the system in eqn. 
(10)-(11). 

Localization m e t h o d . Another way to solve equation (16) is the implicit function 
method applied jointly with a high gain. In particular, from the equation 

u = kK0A
F (17) 

it results that u(t) approaches ua(t) for large k in the closed loop system. The 
control law in eqn. (17) forms a basis of the Localization Method of [25, 27]. 

G r a d i e n t descent m e t h o d . Equation (16) can be solved by the gradient descent 
method as a stable equilibrium of the following differential equation [2, 7, 10, 14]: 

U W = 0 Д Ғ (18) 

where k —• oo and Ko is a nonsingular matching matrix such that KoB(t,x) is 
positive definite. For example, Ko ~ {B}' or Ko ~ {B}~1. 

Dynamic cont rac t ion m e t h o d . [33, 36] Let us denote: 

u = KoKxv (19) 

where K\ is a diagonal matrix. Then, following the above ideas, a useful general
ization of (18) and (17) is: 

q-l 

fjflv^) + J2/SdivM = kAF, 5(0) = vo (20) 
i=0 

where v = [t/, i /1) ' , • • •, u^" 1 ) ' ] ' ; fi is a small positive parameter, /i > 0; d^-i , • • •, do 
are diagonal matrices and A: is a gain. As a result, when taken together, equations 
(13), (14) and (20) define the dynamic control law: 

Ý:^div^= 
t = 0 

m—1 m 

5>г<ł>-2>»ю 
.•=0 i = 0 

(21) 

Equation (20) is called differential contraction equation. Assuming that q > m, then 
the control law (21) is proper and it may be realized without any differention. 

Let us assume that there is a sufficient time-scale separation, represented by a 
small parameter /i, between the fast and slow modes in the closed loop system. 
Methods of singularly perturbed equations can then be used to analyse the closed 
loop system [17, 22] and, as a result, slow and fast motion subsystems can be analysed 
separately. 
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Fast mot ions . From (15), (12) and (19), (20) it follows that the closed loop system 
equations may be rewritten in the form 

yW = f(t,x) + B(t,x)KoKlV, (22) 

^2li%v^ + 60v = k[F(y,r) - f(t,x)] (23) 

»=i 

where 

6o = dQ + кB(t,x)K0Ki. (24) 

Let us introduce the new fast time scale r = t/fi into the closed loop system equations 
of (22), (23) then finding the limit // —» 0 and returning to the primary time scale 
t = fiT we obtain the following fast-motion subsystem: 

J2^diV^ + S0v = k[F-f] (25) 
«=i 

where v(0) = vo and we assume that the state vector of the system of (10) is constant 
during the transients in the system of (25). 

The asymptotic stability of the fast-motion subsystem of (25). and desired tran
sients of v(t) can be achieved by a proper choice of the parameters k, /i, do, d i , . . . 
. . . , dq-\. At the same time, if we have a steady state (more precisely, quasi-steady 
state) in the fast-motion subsystem, then v(t) = vs(t) where 

v'=k60-
1[F-f}. (26) 

Let us denote ua = KoK\va where ua(t) is the non-linear inverse dynamic control. 
Then 

vs =va + So'doiBKoK^lf - F]. (27) 

Slow mot ions . If the fast-motion subsystem (25) is in the steady-state (quasi 
steady-state) then the closed loop system equations of (22), (23) imply that 

y<m) = F(y,r) + k^do^do + BKoKj-^ffrx) - F(y,r)} (28) 

is an equation of the slow-motion subsystem. If do = 0 or k ^> 1, then the slow-
motion subsystem (28) approaches the form of (13). If do = 0 then y = r at 
the equilibrium. The transients of y(t) in the closed loop system (12) and (20) 
are close to the transients of y(t) in the slow-motion subsystem (28) if the fast-
motion subsystem (25) is asymptotically stable and the transients in the fast-motion 
subsystem are much faster than the transients of the slow-motion subsystem and 
faster than the external disturbance. 
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4. THE CASE OF NOISY MEASUREMENTS 

4 .1 . P r o b l e m s t a t emen t 

Let us assume that sensor outputs are corrupted by a zero-mean, high frequency 
noise n(t). Then instead of y(t)> only z(t), 

z = y + n, (29) 

is available for control. If we replace y(t) for z(t) in equation (21) then the control 
algorithm becomes: 

J3/i*'dit>W = ib 
t = 0 

m—1 m 

. t = 0 t=0 

(30) 

Let us replace AF in (20) by A f = F(z,f) - z ^ where z = [.*', z^\ 
. . . f z(m-i)/]_ Then instead of (23) we have: 

^/SdivM + 60v = k[F(z}f) - f(t,x) - n<m>]. (31) 
i=0 

Observe that if /i —• 0 then from (31), (24) it follows that 

vs = [k-ld0 + BKoK^lFiz.f) - /(*, a) - n(m)]. 

Inserting this into (12) yields: 

y ( m ) = jF(^jf;)_n(m) 

+*- 1 d 0 [*" 1 do + B2ST0ii-"i]-1[/(«. *) - F(*> r) + n^]. (32) 

As a result, if \i = 0 then, e.g. in the steady-state case, r(t) = rss = const, 
z(t) = zss = const, the output y(t) = zss —n(t) reproduces n(t). It is not what we 
expect not only from the output but also from the control variable whose magnitude 
is very large in this case. 

It is important to notice here that the influence of the noise on the behaviour of 
the control variable and its effect on the output variable are identical in all systems 
where the output is required to meet eqn. (13) [27]. In particular, NID systems with 
ideal output differentiating, VSS controllers with ideal observations and LM based 
systems with ideal differentiation share the same problem with DCM when \i = 0. 

4.2. Control ler design 

Introducing appropriately chosen q and /z > 0 can reduce large and fast changes of 
u(t) which, in turn, contributes to the reduction of the variability of y(t). This is 
not only important for the realization of the control task defined in (13) but also for 
the endurance of the actuators. 
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The method [35] is used here for designing the discussed control law. Let us now 
write eqn, (31) in the form 

£/i ťd,-t»W + 60v = k[F(y, ř ) - f(t, x) + F(ň, 0) - n^], (33) 
» = 1 

with v(0) = vo where n = [n', n ^ 1 ) ' , . . . , n^m"l^\. The fast-motion subsystem (33) is 
a linear system in which F(y,r) and f(t,x) can be considered to be time invariant 
when compared to the transients in (33). Therefore the frequency domain methods 
may be used for designing the control law. In particular, if we assume that Ko ~ 
B'1 then the fast-motion subsystem (31) is decomposed on p fast-motion subsystems 
for each control channel: 

Яi 

£ MJV^ + 6itoVi = kiFidfi.fi) - fi(t, x) + Fi(ni,0) - n|m )] (34) 
; = 1 

where 6tjo & di,o + kki and i = 1, 2 , . . . ,p. 
Let us apply the Laplace transform to (34). Then, assuming zero initial condi

tions, we get 

Vi(s) = Wij(s)^^- + Wiin(s)m(s) 

where 

WÍJ(S) = kijD-l(s), 
Wi,n(s) = ki^WMs), 

" m - l 

Ms) = ^ - . y + í ™ 
3=0 

DІ(S) = ,̂o + X>í< 
jzr.1 

M,o, 

Њ,o. 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

From the closed-loop model specifications and information on disturbance charac
teristics a frequency band [O.u^o] can be defined in which |^x,/C7-*0| should not 
depend on the frequency CJ, i.e: 

IW../O0I « *••,/ « *,• , w < Wf,o. (40) 

Assume that the main part of the power spectrum of n, is placed in the interval 
[uitnyoo) and CJ,)0 < wi}n. In order to suppress the influence of the high frequency 
sensor noise nt- on the variability of the control input Vi let us introduce the require
ment: 

\WitnU«>)\ <**(<*>), ">Uitn. (41) 

Here Si,n(u) is the function which expresses the desired degree of noise suppression. 
For example, we can choose £,>(t-J) = £,\n/u/», where tft- > 0. From (41) it follows 
that 

\Wij(ju)\ < £t>(w)u;m, CJ > uitn. (42) 
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Finally the Bode plot may be used to form Wij(ju) such that the requirements 
(40) and (42) are met. Then from inspection of Wij(ju) both the degree q{ and the 
parameters of the control law (20) follow. In particular, (40) yields: 

Pi <Uito(di,o + kki)*i, 

whereas from (42) it results: 

w>(K»+"",J^)*. 
where qi > m + iV Finally, from (43), (44) the required order qi is 

(43) 

(44) 

5. AIRCRAFT CONTROLLER DESIGN 

5.1. Design principles 

From equations (1) and (2) it follows that the second time derivatives of Euler angles 
depend algebraically on the control vector £ u = [6h, <$-,, £/]': 

where: 

<pW = f( lф,u>,v,vw) + B(-)6г 

B(0,<f>,a,0) = -pv2

QTuJ-1DsaSLM(a,p), 

(45) 

M(a,ß) = Һy Ш У 

m) mv 

m 
m: 

m 
m 

i 1 

m 
У 

and 2^(0, <£), Dsa(a,(3) are defined as in (5)-(7). Obviously, de tB( ) £ o and the 
values of functions \fi(-)\ i -=- 0,<£,V> are bounded. Let us assume that the desired 
dynamics are determined by a set of mutually independent differential equations: 

0(2) = T-\-2a9Tee^ - 6 + 6o), 

4>W = T;2(-2^T^-4> + 4>O), 

^ = T - \ - 2 a ^ ^ - ^ + i>0). 

(46) 

Parameters TQ,T$,T^ and a ^ a ^ a , / , have a very well known meaning and have to 
be specified by the designer. 

From equations (24) and (25) we see that it would be convenient to have the ma
trix B(9,(f>, a,/?) KQ diagonal. This would be possible by taking K$ = B(9,<j), a,/?)"1 . 
When the values of a and /? are small, Dsa(a, /?) is close to the unity matrix. There
fore a convenient choice in this case is 

к0 = \pvlTw(e,<j>)J-1SLM(a,0) 
- 1 

(47) 
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The controller equations are as follows: 

sh vø 
6v = KQK\ vф 

Sx \ _ îty 

(48) 

where K\ = diag(*t^, &<£, k^) and the control law has the following form 

rf'v\qi) + ••• + ntdi^vV + dii0vi = -k[y\2) + 7f2(2a.r iyj1) + Vi - r,)], (49) 

where i = 9, <j)y xb. 

5.2. Design example 

For an airplane whose parameters are given in Table 1 the following parameters of 
the multivariable regulator have been calculated using discussed approach: a% = 
a<t, = a^ = 0.7, T0 = 70 = T$ = 1.4 ke = 1, k^ = 4,fct/, = 4, k = 100, diy0 = 0 or 
dii0 = 1, log10(wi,o) = 2-4, log10(u>i.n) = 4 where i = 0y^>yxb. The exemplary Bode 
plots of Wij(jcj) for i = 0 is presented in Figure 1. 

Table 1. Aircraft parameters. 

І m? mf 0 
Щ mf mV m\ 

X 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.004 -0.04 

У 0.0 0.057 0.0 -0.01 0.0 0.0 
Z 0.0 0.0 -0.011 0.0 0.0008 -00002 

І 5,- «$ cf ra2 
Ч -í cP 

X 0.5 -0.2 0.0 -0.002 0.0 0.0 

У 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.005 0.0 
Z 10.0 -0.15 -8.6 0.0 0.0 0.0057 

ÏG>)\ 

0 

:' ' ' ' T ч 1 * 4 

-20 

— ľ S 

! I 
ì 

-40 

-60 

-80 

Tľ 

ІІ..I....І iiL il; — ľ S 

i " 

"' 

100 

Tľ 

ІІ..I....І iiL il; — ľ S 

i " 

"' 

120 ílljlІІjІljlІ! 

— ľ S 
"' 

140 
|||||i|l|ii;|ij 

Ш\ШЩ\ 
2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.0 l o g l 0 o>e 

Fig. 1. The Bode plot for the angle 0. 
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Table 2. Controller parameters. 

i Ьg(£i,n) *. ЧІ Џi di,\ di,2 di,г 
35 1 4 0.00398 44 102.6 44 

Ф 35 1 3 0.0159 56.12 26.78 -

Ф 15 0 2 0.024 76.6 - -

The simulated flight for examination of the designed controller was organized as 

follows. First, a flight along a straight line with the velocity 200 m/s took place 

and then a flight along a circle with the radius 10.000 m was required. Simulation 

of large maneuvers performed for a noisless case show a good agreement with the 

theory presented in the paper. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Based on the Dynamic Contraction Method, control laws have been derived which 

accomplish Euler angles tracking with prescribed second order dynamics by an air

craft in spite of noisy measurements and the presence of uncertainty in the system. 

The presented procedure allows a controller to be designed with a reduced control 

signal variability caused by a high frequency sensor noise. 

The resulting controller has a simple form of a combination of a low-order lin

ear dynamical system and a matrix whose entries depend nonlinearly on certain 

measurable flight variables. 

The flight controller obtained by DCM holds the properties of linearization and in-

variance to parameter variations of the plant model in the entire state space whereas 

in VSS this properties only hold on a hyperplane. Moreover, an integral action can 

be incorporated in the control loop if DCM is used, as opposed to LM, without 

increasing the controller's order, 

(Received April 8, 1998.) 
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